The More Svelte SVELTO™ Composite Cover from EJ

The world demand for a whole new generation of practical manhole covers is taking hold right now. Manufactured not from metal, not from plastic, but from a composite compound that is impervious to harsh weather and UV destruction and yet is tough enough to rate as Class B, these EJ covers make more sense than anything else on the market today.

As covers for electrical and communication pits, they are ideal because they are so light and are therefore a breeze to install and maintain. The SVELTO™ HC7 is a classic example. But it’s very busy with features like a convenient AS keyhole, an added safety cam lock, essential AS markings and load tests for reassurance.

Made for AS3996 Class B applications, EJ can deliver swiftly to site direct from their new stock holding yards at Brendale in Brisbane’s north. If you need to know more about SVELTO™ and other composite covers, square or circular, check with your nearest EJ branch or call 07 3216 5000.